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Abstract— The social networks is one of the important
aspects of humans and the world gets closer because of
social networking. It is used to communicate friends and
relationships or information to others. The users can share
information in anytime process or communicate various
users, but some risks are occur in social networks during
the last two decades information technology has grown and
become the main source of knowledge. It is used to
communicate with associates relatives employees to share
the information to others. The user can share details. It can
also become a way to establish the government rules and
terrorism concepts. So it can be implements the number of
security level and privacy issues.in proposed system makes
flexible access protection of shared data associated with
multiple users.

development of communities of practice.
1.3 Attractive with Others
Passive use of public networks can provide valuable
business intelligence and feedback on institutional
amenities (although this may give rise to ethical concerns).
1.4 Common Interface
A possible benefit of group networks may be the
common edge which spans work / collective boundaries.
Since such services are often used in a personal capacity
the line and the way the facility works may be familiar, and
deprecate training and support needed to exploit the
services.
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2. Privacy Protection Model
1. Introduction
The social network is one of the concurrent chatting
process to one to others. It is cosmos connectivity and
share information via hyperspace. It increased new cycle
speed of users. It is used share profile , content,
relationships to sharing to others. Networking web page
such as net fraud , identity theft, virus and spoofing . This
greedy common networking is a very familiar
infrastructure based service. Social networking database
gather a large amount of users data including name ,
picture , birthday, contact details and educational
background. This paper proposed applications declares
secure conversations and reduce the risks. The some
advantages of social networking.
1.1 Support for learning
Social networks can enhance informal learning and
sustenance societal connections within groups of learners
and with those involved in the support of learning.
1.2 Support for members of an society
Communal networks can potentially be used my all
members of an industries, and not just those involved in
working with students. Common networks can help the

It is important part of daily digital interactions for more
than half billions of users around the world. The OSN users
are unable to control secrecy culpability due to following
reasons.
2.1. Inflexible Privacy Tools
Privacy tools in operative social networks are not flexible
enough to protect user data. Most linked social
organizations only allows users to make their data either
public or private.
2. 2 Risky Friend's
Although contacts can enrich the community graph of
users, they can also be a source of isolation risk, because a
new association always implies the release of some
particular information to the new friend as well as to
supports of the new colleague, which are strangers for the
user.

3. Challenges and Opportunities of Social
Networks
The general frameworks for accessing the security and
privacy of current and other generations. It provides to
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evaluate understand and address the unique security and
privacy created by OSN.
3.2 Security and Privacy






Customer identity anonymity. 
User personal space. 

3.3 Personal Space Management



Create/cancel an account (i.e., user registration or
with-drawl)
Create/edit user profile Upload/edit user.

4. Methodology
In the proposed system using quantum key protocol . It
is the cryptography or quantum key distribution (QKD),
uses quantum mechanism to guarantee secure
communications. It enables two persons to produce a
shared random bit string (or) keys known only to them ,
which can be used as keys to encrypt and decrypt the
messages. An important and unique property of quantum
cryptography is the ability of the two communicating
members to detect the presence of any unauthorized user
trying to gain knowledge of the key. If the level of
eavesdropping is below a certain threshold a string can be
produced .which is fully guaranteed as sheltered (i.e. the
eaves dropper has no information about), otherwise no
secret key is possible and communication is aborted.
4.1 Algorithms used
The RSA algorithm is used to quantum k distribution
protocols for encryption and decryption concepts.
Key generation:
1.select p,q,where , p and q both are prime, p=q
2.calculate n≠p*q
3.calculate c(n)=(p-1)(q-1)
4.select integer e where GCD((n),e)=1; 1<e<ᶲ(n)
5.calculate d where d=e^-1 mod ᶲ(n)
6.public key KU={e,n}
7.Private key KR= {d,n}
4.2 DES Algorithm
The DES stands for data encryption standards the basic
operations are DES encryption:
a. Initial permutation
b. Details of a single round .
c. Sub key generation
DES decryption uses the same procedure as encipher ,
except that the application of the sub key is reversed.

fig.1: Secret key generation

In the above diagram represents the trusted centre
member can produce a ―unfrequented key‖ for authorized
users. It is only applicable for authorized users with the
help of quantum key protocols. The third party applications
are not involved.

5. Conclusion
This disposable meticulous of the preservation and
confidentiality issues in social networking and pointed out
risks and improve security concepts. Our design strikes a
balance between protecting the users security and
maintaining social networks usability. This paper trying to
convey the concept of Social Networking Site, Its
optimization by overcoming barrier may be showing the
way how one can be benefit from using friends social net
link and put lights on concept like metrics for its
performance point of view. Additionally, the proposed
have fewer announcement rounds than other protocols.
Although the specifications of the measure channel can be
costly in practice, it may not be costly in the future.
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